Hip No. 106

**Up Top Kiddy**

April 17, 2018 Sorrel Filly

- **Kiddy Up SI 96**
- **Up Top Kiddy**
- **Touch Of Paso SI 98 (2008)**

- **Corona Cartel SI 97**
- **Miss Racy Vike SI 105**
- **Jumpn SI 98**
- **Queen Judea SI 89**

**Holland Ease SI 109**

**Corona Chick SI 113**

**Racin Free SI 109**

**Deal In Vikingson**

**Chicks Beduino SI 104**

**Imjumpn SI 94**

**Strawfly Special SI 97**

**The Nile Queen SI 94**


1st dam

TOUCH OF PASO SI 98, by Jumpn. 5 wins to 5, $92,786, Corona Kool Overnight S., 2nd Las Damas H. [G3], Los Alamitos Derby Challenge, Cypress S., Denim N Diamonds H. [R], finalist in the AQHA Derby Challenge Champ. [G1], Charger Bar H. [G2]. Dam of 6 foals of racing age, 3 to race, all winners, including—

Pasibility SI 89 (g. by Foose). 3 wins at 2, $14,575.

Red Oak SI 89 (g. by Stel Corona). Winner to 3, $10,934.

Favorite Touch (g. by Favorite Cartel). 2 wins at 2, $10,518.

2nd dam

QUEEN JUDEA SI 89, by Strawfly Special. Placed to 3, $3,500. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners, including—

LA RAPID KING JUDEA SI 98 (c. by Rapid Fire Jess). 7 wins in 11 starts at 2, ($201,946 USA), in Mexico, Futurity Subasta Selecta [R] [G3], 2nd Futurity Criadores Mexicanos [R].

TOUCH OF PASO SI 98 (f. by Jumpn). Stakes winner, above.

3rd dam

THE NILE QUEEN SI 94, by Chicks Beduino. 4 wins at 3, $21,753, finalist in the AQRA-Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3]. Sister to Chiriacono SI 93, El Malquerido SI 89. Dam of 2 foals to race, both ROM, including—

Seis Milagros SI 98 (Dean Miracle). 2 wins at 2, $23,196, 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise Futurity [G3].

4th dam

QUIERO TODO, by First Down Dash. Unraced. Half sister to COLA DIABLA SI 99 ($78,009). Dam of 11 foals to race, 10 ROM, including—

Chiriacono SI 93 (Chicks Beduino). 4 wins to 4, $49,295, 2nd Turf Paradise Open Derby [G3], finalist in the Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G1].

El Malquerido SI 89 (Chicks Beduino). Winner to 5, $17,774, 2nd California Breeders’ Freshman S. [R].

Quiero Mas SI 89 (Chicks Beduino). Winner to 3, $10,675. Dam of—

NO MAS VAQUERO SI 96. 3 wins to 3, $26,917, Jack Robinson S., etc.

Quéeros Dynastie SI 92. Winner to 4, $18,017, 2nd California Breeders Freshman Fillies [R]. Dam of Cartel Bad Boy SI 93 (to 4, 2019).

Quiero Dinero SI 96. Winner to 4, $10,985. Dam of—

CALIFORNIA BLOSSOM SI 103. 6 wins to 4, 2019, $70,209, Iowa Double Gold Derby [R].

Quiero Corona SI 113. 5 wins to 5, $41,620. Set NTR 300y.

Dashin Jay SI 99. 4 wins to 4, $26,235. Dam of—

Willows Rockin Jay SI 103. 3 wins to 4, 2019, $44,512.

Quiero Separete SI 110 (Separatist). 4 wins to 5, $83,016, finalist in the Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], Southern California Derby [G1].

**ENGAGEMENTS:** PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby Cal-Bred.